This article presents a dataset with 4000 synthetic images portraying five 3D models from different viewpoints under varying lighting conditions. Depth of field and motion blur have also been used to generate realistic images. For each object, 8 scenes with different combinations of lighting, depth of field and motion blur are created and images are taken from 100 points of view. Data also includes information about camera intrinsic and extrinsic calibration parameters for each image as well as the ground truth geometry of the 3D models. The images were rendered using Blender. The aim of this dataset is to allow evaluation and comparison of different solutions for 3D reconstruction of objects starting from a set of images taken under different realistic acquisition setups.
Data
The dataset is publicly available for download at [1] . The images in this dataset are generated from the five 3D models shown in Fig. 1 . Each model is placed in a reference scene and is rendered under different lighting and camera conditions. For each object, 8 scenes are created and images are taken from different points of view. Each scene is composed of a set of 100 captured images. The list of the image sets, along with the acquisition setup, is shown in Table 1 . The total number of images in the IVL-SYNTHSFM-v2 dataset is 4000.
The selected 3D models ( Fig. 1 ) were chosen based on the different levels of geometry complexity and texture detail which translates into different levels of complexity for the reconstruction process. The Statue model is composed by 60k vertices, 295k for the Vase, 9k the Hydrant, 300k the Bicycle and 2335k for the Jeep model.
For each scene a Comma-separated values (CSV) file 'scene.csv' describes some parameters of the acquisition setup: scene_name: string, name of the acquisition setup, same as the 3D model name images_count: integer, number of images in each set, always 100
Specifications Table   Subject Computer The data allow to evaluate the impact of variations in illumination conditions, depth of field and motion blur on the reconstruction pipelines. The data can be used to determine how a 3D reconstruction method reacts when used on images of objects with differences in size, geometry and texture details. The data contains information about camera intrinsic and extrinsic calibration parameters that allow precise camera positioning, reconstruction estimation, and evaluation. This is highly relevant in the case of evaluation of reconstructions made by techniques that assume unknown camera poses (e.g. Structure from Motion) and reconstructions pipelines that require known camera poses, such as Multi View Stereo (MVS). The synthetic data generation process allows to provide along with the images precise information about camera positioning and geometry ground truth, such level of ground truth's accuracy allows precise evaluation of the reconstructed 3D geometry.
unit_system: string, measurement unit system, always METRIC unit_length: string, length unit, always METERS scene_center_x,y,z: three floats, coordinate of the scene's center scene_ground_center_x,y,z: three floats, coordinate of the scene's ground center scene_width, depth,height: three floats, size of the scene along X, Y and Z axes mean_cam_dist_center: float, mean camera distance from the center of the scene mean_cam_dist_obj: float, mean camera distance from the object's surface, computed as the distance between the camera and the first point of intersection with the object along the camera's look-at direction mean_cam_height: float, mean camera height from scene's ground
All the images rendered for each 3D scene are available as JPG files of resolution 1920 Â 1080 pixels. The images were acquired using a perspective virtual camera with a 35 mm focal length and 18 Â 32 mm sensor, this information can also be found in the EXIF metadata (version 2.3) of each image.
For each set of images is also included a CSV file 'cameras.csv' containing for each image information about: camera position, camera rotation, camera look-at direction, depth of field, motion blur and sun lighting position. All the vectors and quaternions are defined in a right-handed coordinate reference system defined by X growing right, Z growing upwards, Y growing forward. The names of the fields are included in the first line of the file and are structured as follow:
image_number: four digits image number, same as image filename without extension cam_position_x,y,z: three floats, camera position vector cam_rotation_w,x,y,z: four floats, camera rotation quaternion cam_lookat_x,y,z: three floats, camera look-at direction vector depth_of_field: boolean, 'True' if image rendered with depth of field enabled, 'False' otherwise motion_blur: boolean, 'True' if image rendered with motion blur enabled, 'False' otherwise sun_azimuth: float, azimuth angle in radians of the sun lamp illuminating the scene sun_inclination: float, inclination angle in radians of the sun lamp illuminating the scene Samples of entries that can be found in 'cameras.csv' files are presented in Table 2 . Fig. 1 . 3D models used for synthetic data generation: (a) Statue [4] . (b) Empire Vase [5] . (c) Hydrant [6] . (d) Bicycle [7] . (e) Jeep [8] . Along with the images and the CSV files the 3D models are made available as WaveFront Object (.obj) files describing the sole geometry of the objects. In addition, is included the original archive (.zip) containing the 3D model that also defines the materials and textures. This allow evaluation and comparison of different solution for 3D reconstruction of objects starting from a set of images as explained in Refs. [2, 3] .
Experimental design, materials, and methods
The dataset was created using Blender as 3D modeling and rendering software. For each scene portraying a single object, a 3D model is placed in the center of the scene leaning on a plane, a sun lamp is then used to light up the environment. To have a more realistic scene the floor is textured with a concrete looking material and a sky with procedural clouds is created. The scene is then observed from different viewpoints by a moving perspective camera. The camera uses a sensor of size 18 Â 32 mm and a 35 mm focal length, all the images are acquired at resolution 1920 Â 1080 pixels. To obtain a complete coverage of the object the camera moves in a circle around the vertical axis at the scene's center, depending on the complexity and size of the object the movement can be a single circle or two circles at different height. To simulate realistic manual acquisition the camera position is randomized by 5% of the acquisition points sampled on the movement circle. A sample scene setup is visible in Fig. 2 .
For each of these scenes portraying different objects 8 sets are acquired under different conditions of lighting, depth of field and motion blur. For the sets that make use of a moving sun, the sun lamp is placed at a random position for each image; this is intended to simulate the acquisition during different hours of the day. The sun position is randomized along a semicircular path and kept consistent within the sets about the same object. The depth of field is applied to all images of the images sets that make use of it. Finally, in the sets that make use of motion blur the effect is introduced randomly on approximately 33% of the images.The different setups for each object can be used to evaluate the performances of reconstruction pipelines under different light conditions and the robustness to depth of field and motion blur.
The images are rendered using Cycles, the Blender's path-tracing render engine, that simulates physics-based light interactions and allows generation of photo-realistic images. Samples of rendered images are visible in Fig. 3 . The geometry ground truth model (.obj files) can be used to evaluate the quality of the reconstruction by means of the distance between the reconstructed point cloud or mesh and the ground truth model. The information about camera poses can be used to evaluate the precision of the estimated poses in the case of methods that recover these parameters as part of the reconstruction process. Such evaluation can be done in terms of distance between camera position and difference in orientation. Further details on how to use the camera parameters can be found in Ref. [2] . Furthermore, camera pose parameters can be used to run 3D reconstructions with techniques that require known camera positions and rotations.
